
Thank you very much for visiting Hakone Ginyu today.

We hope you will enjoy your stay and relax to your heart's content.

"The ultimate SPA to heal the five senses" has already begun from the moment 

you enter Hakone Ginyu.

The fresh aroma at the entrance ("sense of smell"),

The peacock chairs on which you can sit and enjoy the seasonal views that only 

Ginyu can offer ("sense of sight"),

The terrace overlooks the majestic mountains and you can feel the refreshing breeze 

from the Hayakawa River ("sense of touch"),

Be one with nature for a while, and quench your thirst with Ginyu's original 

welcome drink ("sense of taste"),

Please take a breather and relax.

Then, take the elevator to the first floor while enjoying the changing scenery.

Please proceed slowly in the hallway, and listen quietly and attentively.

The whispering of the trees, the singing of the birds ("sense of hearing") . . .

The welcoming message of the mysterious forest will reach you.

Ginyu Spa is located on a detached building on the first floor. After passing 

through the forest hallway, you will find the "SPA of pleasure in a mysterious forest".

Then, please listen to your inner voice (subconscious) as if you are entering the 
forest, surrounded by the fragrance of sandalwood.



As you walk deeper into the tranquility, you will see the trunk of a gumi tree, 
which has been growing wild from the time of the establishment.

Beyond the tree trunks, you will find a special healing space just for our guests.

The view from the relaxation room, the sound of peaceful water, Ginyu Spa's 
original fragrances of Kacho Fugetsu, all-hand massage, the warmth of the 
therapist's hands, and the comfortable rhythm . . .

A moment of pleasure . . .

Enjoy a relaxing moment of rest and forgetting about time.

After the treatment, a herbal cordial will be served.

The sweetness will gently sink into your renewed body.

Afterwards, please feel free to enjoy Hakone Ginyu at your leisure.

Day guests can also relax in the 5th floor lounge.

Please enjoy a moment of bliss.


